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An electric field applied to a ferromagnetic metal produces a surface magnetoelectric effect originating from
the spin-dependent screening of the electric field which results in a change in the surface magnetization of the
ferromagnet. Here we predict that if the ferromagnet is a half-metal, due to the screening charge formed solely
by single-spin conducting states, the surface magnetoelectric coefficient is the universal constant B / ec2
⬇ 6.44⫻ 10−14 G cm2 / V. This prediction is in excellent agreement with results of our first-principles calculations of the magnetic response of a half-metallic CrO2 to an applied electric field. The universal value of the
surface magnetoelectric coefficient in half-metals may be used as another tool for detecting half-metallicity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.140403

PACS number共s兲: 75.80.⫹q, 75.70.Ak, 77.84.⫺s, 75.75.⫹a

Magnetoelectric materials have recently stimulated a
surge of research activities in material science.1–3 An important property making these materials attractive is the magnetoelectric effect, i.e., the induction of magnetization by an
electric field or electric polarization by a magnetic field. In a
broader vision, magnetoelectric effects include not only the
coupling between the order parameters1 but also involve related phenomena such as electrically controlled magnetocrystalline anisotropy,4–8 exchange bias,9,10 and spin
transport.11–17 Tailoring the magnetization, magnetic anisotropy, exchange bias, and spin transport by electric fields
opens unexplored avenues for device applications.
There are several mechanisms responsible for the magnetoelectric effect. An intrinsic magnetoelectric coupling occurs in compounds with no time-reversal and no spaceinversion symmetries.18 In such materials, an external
electric field displaces the magnetic ions, eventually changing the exchange interactions between them and hence the
magnetic properties of the compound.19 A different mechanism of magnetoelectric coupling may occur in composites
of piezoelectric 共ferroelectric兲 and magnetostrictive 共ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic兲 compounds. In such structures, an
applied electric field induces strain in the piezoelectric constituent which is mechanically transferred to the magnetostrictive constituent, where it induces a magnetization.20 In
recent years, composite multiferroics have been intensively
studied.21–25 The importance of composite multiferroics follows from the fact that none of the existing single phase
multiferroic materials combine large and robust electric and
magnetic polarizations at room temperature1–3
In addition to the strain, the magnetoelectric effect that
occurs at the ferromagnet/insulator interface may have
purely electronic origin. Duan et al.26 predicted that atomic
displacements at the Fe/ BaTiO3共001兲 interface caused by
ferroelectric switching change the overlap between atomic
orbitals at the interface that affects the interface magnetization. A similar effect was found by Yamauchi et al.27 for the
Co2MnSi/ BaTiO3共001兲 interface and Niranjan et al.28 for the
Fe3O4 / BaTiO3共001兲 interface. Recently Rondinelli et al.29
predicted that the magnetoelectric effect at the
1098-0121/2009/79共14兲/140403共4兲

SrRuO3 / SrTiO3 interface may be mediated by free carriers.
In this case, an electric field results in the accumulation of
spin-polarized electrons or holes at the metal-insulator interface producing a change in the interface magnetization. The
latter mechanism may be considered as a consequence of
spin-dependent screening of an electric field, as was predicted by Zhang.30 Very recently, we explored the surface
magnetoelectric effect due to the direct influence of an external electric field on magnetic properties of ferromagnetic
metal films.31 We found that the spin-dependent screening
leads to the spin imbalance of the excess surface charge,
resulting in notable changes in the surface magnetization and
the surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
In this Rapid Communication we show that the magnetoelectric coefficient for all half-metallic surfaces is a universal
constant. Half-metals are ferromagnetic materials in which
one spin band has a gap around the Fermi energy.32,33 This
implies that conducting electrons are present only in one spin
channel and the other spin channel is insulating, as is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Due to this feature, the screening of
an applied electric field in half-metals is produced solely by
carriers 共electrons or holes兲 of the certain spin character. This
leads to the induced magnetic moment being proportional to
the amount of the screening charge which makes the magnetoelectric coefficient a universal constant independent of the
type of half-metal. This property of half-metals is different
from ordinary ferromagnetic metals where the screening
charge is distributed between majority- and minority-spin
states and the surface magnetoelectric coefficient is a fraction
of this constant. This unique feature of the surface magnetoelectric effect in half-metals may be used to detect halfmetallicity at the surface.
The universal value of the surface magnetoelectric
coefficient in half-metals can be seen from the following
simple analysis. By definition, the surface magnetization
change ⌬M due to the applied electric field E is determined
by the surface magnetoelectric coefficient ␣S according to
Ref. 31,
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Schematic of the surface magnetoelectric
effect in half-metals. Bottom panels show schematically a spindependent local density of states at the surface of a half-metal and a
change in electron occupation 共shaded areas兲 due to external electric field pointing toward 共left panel兲 and away from 共right panel兲
the surface of a half-metal. The electron occupation change comes
entirely from the down-spin states available at the Fermi energy
共EF兲. Top panels show the respective accumulation of down-spin
charge carriers at the half-metal surface. Here negative screening
charges are electrons and positive screening charges are holes.

0⌬M = ␣SE.

共1兲

Here a positive electric field is defined to be pointed away
from the metal surface. The change in the magnetization is
determined by the screening surface charge  = 0E, where 0
is the electric permittivity of vacuum. The screening charge
is distributed over the screening length, characterizing the
penetration of the external electric field into the metal, which
is typically of the order of 1 Å. We note that the screening
charge is very small compared to the valence charge in the
system. For an applied electric field as strong as 1 V / Å, the
screening charge is only about 0.005e / Å2. Such a small
screening charge does not affect main features of the electronic structure of the metal and only slightly changes populations of electronic states.
In case of a half-metal, screening occurs entirely through
the single conducting spin channel, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The change in magnetization per unit surface area is then
⌬M = ⫾ B / e = 共⫾0B / e兲E, where B is the Bohr magneton, e is the absolute value of the electron charge, and positive 共negative兲 sign corresponds to the conducting minority共majority-兲 spin state. Comparing with Eq. 共1兲, we find that
the surface magnetoelectric coefficient is given by the universal constant

␣S = ⫾

2
B
−14 G cm
.
2 ⬇ ⫾ 6.44 ⫻ 10
V
ec

共2兲

The above result is astonishing since it indicates that the
surface magnetoelectric coefficient of half-metals is independent of their chemical constituents and details of their atomic
and electronic structure. As long as the surface of a halfmetal preserves its half-metallicity, the ␣S is given by Eq.
共2兲. We note that the results obtained with free-electron
model30 and a simple rigid-band model31 reduce to Eq. 共2兲
for half-metals. However, the derivation of Eq. 共2兲 in this
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Spin-polarized density of states at the
bulk and surface Cr atoms in a 15-monolayer 共22-Å-thick兲 CrO2
共001兲 film. Top 共bottom兲 panels show majority共minority兲-spin DOS.
The vertical line denotes the Fermi energy 共EF兲.

Rapid Communication involves neither any approximations
regarding the electronic structure nor the mechanism of
screening and hence for half-metals is more general.
In order to check this prediction for a realistic half-metal
by taking into account explicitly its electronic band structure,
we carry out density-functional calculations of the magnetoelectric effect at the 共001兲 surface of chromium dioxide.
CrO2 is predicted to be a half-metal in the bulk34 which is
consistent with experimental observations.35 It was also
found that CrO2 maintains its half-metallicity at the 共001兲
surface,36 which is important for the phenomenon addressed
in this Rapid Communication.
Our calculations are based on the projector augmented
wave 共PAW兲 method implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package 共VASP兲.37,38We consider a free-standing
ferromagnetic films of CrO2共001兲 under the influence of a
uniform electric field applied perpendicular to the film surface. The external electric field is introduced by planar dipole
layer method.39
Bulk CrO2 has a tetragonal rutile structure with the lattice
parameters a = 4.42 Å and c = 2.92 Å. In the film geometry,
we assume that the two surfaces of the slab are identical, so
that the CrO2 slab is nonstoichiometric. With film thickness
ranging from about 10 to 22 Å, all the CrO2 films studied
show half-metallicity for relaxed and unrelaxed configurations. This is consistent with previous theoretical studies.40
Figure 2 shows the calculated spin-polarized density of states
共DOS兲 of a 15-monolayer 共22-Å-thick兲 CrO2 film. As seen
from the figure, both bulk and surface DOS at the Cr atom
display half-metallicity. The latter is evident from only
majority-spin states available at the Fermi energy 共EF兲,
minority-spin states exhibiting a band gap around EF. This
behavior is due to the hybridization of the O 2p states with
the Cr 3d states and a large exchange splitting. The latter
places the majority 3d states at much lower energy, so that
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Effects of electric field on electronic
properties of a 22-Å-thick CrO2 共001兲 film along the z direction
normal to the film surface. 共a兲 Induced spin-dependent charge densities ⌬ = 共E兲 − 共0兲 for majority-共↑兲 and minority-共↓兲 spin electrons and spin density ⌬↑ − ⌬↓ averaged over the film plane per
unit cell area A = 19.55 Å2. Inset: induced magnetic moment ⌬m
per unit cell area of the CrO2 共001兲 surface as a function of the
applied electric field. 共b兲 Variation in the electric field 共solid line兲
and the induced minority-spin polarization 共dashed line兲 across the
film. The applied external electric field is E = 1.0 V / Å, pointing
from right to left. The vertical lines show schematically the two
surfaces of the CrO2 film.

only the majority 3d states are partly occupied, i.e., metallic,
while the minority 3d states are empty, i.e., insulating 共see
Fig. 2兲. Two d electrons that are available for the Cr4+ ion in
CrO2 occupy majority-spin states yielding an integer magnetic moment of 2B / f.u., in agreement with experiments
and previous theoretical calculations.
Under the influence of external electric field, the conduction electrons are moved toward or away from the surfaces
共depending on the orientation of the field with respect to the
surface兲 to screen the electric field. This leads to the screening charge density of opposite sign localized in the vicinity
of the surfaces, as seen from Fig. 3共a兲. At the distance of
about 2 Å from the surfaces, the electric field is fully
screened by this charge 关see the solid line in Fig. 3共b兲兴.
The important feature of the half-metallic CrO2 is that the
screening occurs entirely due to electrons 共holes兲 in the conducting majority-spin channel 关the solid line in Fig. 3共a兲兴.
The minority-spin electrons respond to the electric field as
bound electrons in a dielectric. This is seen from the
minority-spin charge density ⌬↓ 关the dashed line in Fig.
3共a兲兴 that reveals electric dipoles at the two surfaces with the
net-induced minority-spin charge at each surface being zero.
The dashed line in Fig. 3共b兲 shows the electric polarization

P, corresponding to the accumulated minority-spin charge
density. The polarization is calculated by integrating equation ⌬↓ = −ⵜ · P and reflects the response of minority-spin
electrons to the electric field shown by the solid line in Fig.
3共b兲. It is seen from Fig. 3共b兲 that P is nonzero only near the
surfaces of the film and is oriented in the direction of the
field.
The consequence of spin-dependent screening is an
excess spin density of opposite sign formed at the two
interfaces 关the shaded area in Fig. 3共a兲兴, which implies an
electrically induced surface magnetization. As seen from the
inset of Fig. 3共a兲, the magnetic moment per unit cell area
changes linearly with electric field. The negative slope of the
curve reflects the presence of holes 共electrons兲 in the
conducting majority-spin states when the field is pointing
away from 共toward兲 the surface. The slope of this
curve determines the surface magnetoelectric coefficient
␣S ⬇ −6.41⫻ 10−14 G cm2 / V. Remarkably, within the computation error,41 this value is identical to that given by Eq.
共2兲. The latter result is independent of film thickness 共as long
as it is larger then the screening length兲 and atomic relaxations 共as long as the film exhibits full half-metallicity兲.
Thus, our density-functional calculations confirm the prediction of the universal magnetoelectric coefficient of halfmetals.
We note that the universal value of the magnetoelectric
coefficient is applicable to systems where the orbital contribution to the surface magnetic moment is negligibly small.
For the CrO2 共001兲 surface, we find the orbital magnetic
moment is mL = −0.021 7B at zero electric field and
mL = −0.021 1B at E = 1 V / Å. This implies a contribution to
the magnetoelectric coefficient of a fraction of 1%. However,
a large orbital magnetic moment in a half-metal could make
a non-negligible contribution to the magnetoelectric coefficient, thereby producing a departure from the universal behavior.
The universal value of the magnetoelectric coefficient in
half-metals may be used as another tool to detect halfmetallicity. It is known that not all half-metals preserve halfmetallicity on their surfaces. However, half-metallicity at the
surface found through the magnetoelectric coefficient would
be a strong indication that the bulk is also half-metallic. Although this is a challenging experimental problem due to a
relatively small value of the magnetoelectric coefficient, recent advances in surface-sensitive techniques, such as magnetic circular dichroism 共MCD兲, and in particular MCD using the transmission electron microscope42 allow measuring
magnetic moments with unprecedented accuracy and spatial
resolution. We therefore hope that such or similar experimental techniques will make it possible to observe the predicted
effect.
In conclusion, we have predicted that the surface magnetoelectric coefficient of half-metals is a universal constant,
independent of the specifics of atomic and electronic structure, as long as the orbital contribution to the surface magnetic moment can be neglected. Our density-functional calculations applied to CrO2 共001兲 surface validate this
prediction. The universal value of the surface magnetoelectric coefficient in half-metals may be used as another approach for detecting half-metallicity.
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